The tris-urea motif and its incorporation into polydimethylsiloxane-based supramolecular materials presenting self-healing features.
Materials of supramolecular nature have attracted much attention owing to their interesting features, such as self-reparability and material robustness, that are imparted by noncovalent interactions to synthetic materials. Among the various structures and synthetic methodologies that may be considered for this purpose, the introduction of extensive arrays of multiple hydrogen bonds allows for the formation of supramolecular materials that may, in principle, present self-healing behavior. Hydrogen bonded networks implement dynamic noncovalent interactions. Suitable selection of structural units gives access to novel dynamic self-repairing materials by incrementing the number of hydrogen-bonding sites present within a molecular framework. Herein, we describe the formation of a tris-urea based motif giving access to six hydrogen-bonding sites, easily accessible through reaction of carbohydrazide with an isocyanate derivative. Extension towards the synthesis of multiply hydrogen-bonded supramolecular materials has been achieved by polycondensation of carbohydrazide with a bis-isocyanate component derived from poly-dimethylsiloxane chains. Such materials underwent self-repair at a mechanically cut surface. This approach gives access to a broad spectrum of materials of varying flexibility by appropriate selection of the bis-isocyanate component that forms the polymer backbone.